
LegacyWorks Santa Barbara is a Community-Driven Conservation Organization
We promote whole-systems solutions that are integrative, facilitative, trust-based, and 
place-based. Our adaptable conservation methods utilize a holistic approach to resilience, 
markets and shared resources. Regionally, we are driving conservation on the frontlines of:

Community Resilience Climate Action Land, Food & Agriculture

Within these arenas we advance complex conservation and community initiatives that are 
beyond the scope of any single organization.
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A Note from Our Regional Director 
Hello  friends,

Santa Barbara has been the birthplace of major social 
innovation in the past. We believe it is primed to be so again 
as we address the need to create resilience in our key systems 
of governance, finance and social action. To achieve lasting 
changes, LegacyWorks is building bridges between traditional 
conservation values and regional priorities in climate resilience, 
land use and disaster planning. 

Our hands-on work takes the shape of facilitation, project 
design, network creation, leadership development, strategic 
planning, innovative financing and impact acceleration. 

To support our projects and programs we utilize a unique 
collaborative impact model. Our process follows five key steps 
to ensure lasting success:

1. Build trust and relationships

2. Identify and assess impact opportunities

3. Initiate and resource a catalytic collaboration

4. Cultivate follow‐on collaborations

5. Steward the virtuous cycle that results

As we witness the deepening of our work, we continue to strive 
for increased cooperation, cohesion and confidence across 
the region. We have served as trusted partners, conveners, 
facilitators and project managers on an array of projects 
and planning efforts. Our collaborative model addresses 
key community needs while building additional capacity 
for essential steps towards vibrant, thriving and resilient 
communities, economies and ecosystems on the Central Coast. 

cash accrual

Revenue $229,567 $269,870 difference mostly due to total of Ps2 of Library & CEC RRs Projects being accrued in 2019 although expenses will continue to be incurred and billed against that revenue in 2020

Expenses $189,722 $189,737 includes platform fee expense

Net $39,845 $80,133

Revenue generated for CP's billable hours $61,944 $61,944

REVENUE
Grants $25,000
Fee for Service $229,182
Individual Contributions $15,688

$269,870

EXPENDITURES
Non Program Specific $19,327 $10,027 Non Program Specific Expenses $46,027 (this is time tracked to "SB Program")

$300 LFW Fellowship Program $300
$9,000 Platform fee / 4

Climate Action $35,409 $1,869 CEC Resilience Roundtables $1,868.94 (as billed/budgeted, not true 52.64 hours spent)
$18,894 Cool CA (funded) $18,894

$3,434 SB + Montecito Cool Block (unfunded) $3,434
$761 Carbon Offset Market $761

$1,451 RTP/C-Market $1,415
$9,000 Platform fee / 4

Community Resilience $87,670 $15 Mont. Disaster Recovery $15
$22,886 SB3 $22,886
$17,026 MFPD CWPP $17,026
$29,467 Library $29,467

$3,846 ACEs $3,846
$3,206 TPRC $3,206
$2,224 IV $2,224
$9,000 Platform fee / 4

Land, Food and Agriculture $47,333 $3,475 CRCD cap supp $3,475
$1,723 Orella C Farm Plan $1,723

$10,220 Gaviota C Mgmt Plan $10,220
$5,879 Dierberg Star Lane C Farm Plan $5,879

$48 Cuyama Opportunity Assessment $48
$16,539 White Buffalo Land Trust $16,539

$221 Wild Farmlands Foundation Development/fundraising $221
$228 Ventura Land Trust $228 (MM's time that in hindsight should have been billed to LIW, so probably shouldn't be included)

$9,000 Platform fee / 4

$189,739 $189,739

Non Program Specific $19,327
Community Resilience $87,670
Climate Action $35,409
Land, Food and Agriculture $47,333

$189,739
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Finances 
Our 2019 revenue was $269,567 which included some revenue 
for which expenditures will occur in 2020. Our 2019 annual 
expenditures spread across our three key program areas 
totaled $189,739. 

Non-program specific expenses include local leadership 
development and operations of our Santa Barbara 
regional program.
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Climate Action
From behavioral change to market innovations, we are 
increasingly motivated and actively working towards 
solutions to climate change. We have been facilitators, 
designers, and partners in the following climate related 
projects over the last year. 

 » Cool California

 » Santa Barbara Cool Block 

 » CEC Resilience Roundtables 

 » CRCD Regional Priority Planning

 » Carbon Offset Market

Community Resilience
The need to build resilience in our key systems of 
governance, finance and social action and increase our 
ability to recover from setbacks or trauma informs all 
our work with the following resilience projects. 

 » Montecito Disaster Recovery post Thomas 
Fire and 1/9/18 Debris Flow

 » Montecito Fire Department Community 
Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP)

 » Santa Barbara Bucket Brigade 

 » Partnership for Resilient Communities

 » Resilient SBC and the ACEs Network  
(Adverse Childhood Experiences)

 » Santa Barbara County Library Committee

 » Isla Vista Community Center

legacyWorks Santa Barbara  
Program Areas



Support LegacyWorks Santa Barbara
Your support helps us pursue our work and enables us to unlock new resources for our community.  

Please consider a generous gift to help us tackle our region’s challenges.

C A R L @ L E G A C Y W O R K S G R O U P. C O M  ·  ( 8 3 1 )  8 6 9 - 1 4 8 8  ·  L E G A C Y W O R K S G R O U P. C O M

Land, Food and Agriculture
Traditional conservation values of protection, restoration 
and stewardship often intersect in surprising ways with the 
needs of the community. Our work with natural resources 
aims to find common ground for all constituents involved.  

 » Cachuma Resource Conservation District

 » Orella Carbon Farm Plan

 » Gaviota Coast Management Plan

 » Dierberg Star Lane Carbon Farm Plan

 » White Buffalo Land Trust

 » Ventura Land Trust

 » Conservation Loan Fund

 » Wild Farmlands Foundation


